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Abstract: This study discusses the interference mitigation
for an uplink Heterogeneous Network (HeNet). In this
study, we propose a new management of resource
allocation model with an unsupervised learning step. The
proposal starts with a clustering stage where users are
classified via. Signal Interference Noise Radio (SINR) in
HeNet. Next, a power control optimization is considered
for the uplink HeNet. With this strategy, the device users
are separated in two different clusters according to the
improved Signal-to-Leakage-plus-Noise Ratio (SLNR),
SINR weighed andby considering shadowing. Moreover,
to maximize both the system capacity and control power
which mitigates the interference, we utilize the goal
attainment method. Simulation results demonstrate that
almost of low inter-cell interference can be canceled. This
latter allowed us to have a better capacity a system.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the cellular mobile[1] radio systems
intensely rely on greatly and highly hierarchical network
architectures that agree service workers to control and
share radio resources among base stations and clients in
a centralized style. The communication systems mobile
undergo a constant growth in terms of many subscribers.
With the foreseen exponentially increasing number of
users and traffic in the 4G and future wireless networks,
existing deployment and practice becomes economically
indefensible[2].

Moreover, these users always require a better quality
of service and a vast cover characterized by a strong
signal[3] in particular in the zones with weak cover. To
cope with these dies, a new concept of heterogeneous
network was adopted. The Heterogeneous network
(HeNet)[4] is a network deploying various types of cells

(Small and macros cells), to improve the performance of
the network and to cure the problems of zones to weak
cover. However, the coexistence of these various layers of
cells generates interference on the level of the downward
link that can affect the quality of signal offered to the
users. This interference results thus in a degradation of the
performances of the Heterogeneous network.

HetNets can be accomplished by deploying
unplanned resources, low power small cells Base Station
(BS) (picocells, femtocells andrelays) in coverage
challenged areas by a high power planned macrocell. As
LTE-Advanced is elected and designed for a frequency
reuse of one, these small cells use the same spectrum that
is worn by the overlay macrocell[5]. The distribution of
small-cells users inside the coverage zone of macro-cells
users (MUEs) takes harmful intertier interference as a
by-product along with the capacity enhancement. In LTE
advanced homogeneous networks, conventional fractional
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power control scheme is used to minimize the co channel
inter cell interference; though, in HetNet no proper
frequency is planning in environment, there is among tiers
to cope with interference from small cells users and
neighboring MUEs. This severe intertie-intercell
interference appropriate the user’s Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratio (SINR) which results in an improvement
in the users failure ratio for the majority, the users close
to cell edges are typically vulnerable to this harmful and
dangerous interference[6]. Since, the macrocell is
displayed with high priority radio network and not for
small cells, therefore, MUEs need higher priority of
network coverage. Hence, it is necessary to control
interference from small cells and guarantee protection of
MUEs in heterogeneous deployment. So, be there a strong
need for intertier-intercell interference management for
HetNets. Here, it is perceptible that intra-cell interference
is ease by the orthogonality feature of OFDMA
(orthogonal frequency-division multiple access) and the
single-carrier frequency-division multiplexing access
(SC-FDMA) worn in the downlink and uplink of
LTE-Advanced, respectively[7]. Also, the major
interference scenario of interest in this work is the
intertier interference from small cell users and intercell
interference from small cell-user and macrocell users to
the uplink traffic in a HetNet environment.

The majority of the above-mentioned techniques and
strategy are specified for downlink HetNets. In a
conventional uplink system, Fractional Power Control
(FPC)[8] is a characteristic scheme for uplink channels.
However, the FPC is generally applied in homogeneous
networks, so such it is shown not efficient enough in
HetNets. The FPC strategy has been considered as a
primitive rule for uplink users to regulate their transmit
power. Usually, the FPC satisfied the long-term path loss
as well as the shadowing effect in order to guarantee an
acceptable strength of receives power at the BS.
Mathematically, the FPC strategy at user k is resolute by
the following formulate[9]:

(1) k max 0 loss, k 10 lp = min p ,p + p +10 log N

Where:
Pmax = The maximum transmit power permitted at user

k, the
P0 = A UE power received
α = The path loss compensate factor
ploss, k = The estimated downlink path loss from the user

k to its allocation BS and
Nl = The number of RBs attribute to the k uplink user

in a cell l

Literature reviwe: Interferences[10] introduce when two
or more devices communicate each other nearly (Fig. 1).
The ‘near’ designates devices that divide and share one or 

Fig. 1: Interference in wireless system

more communication dimensions, for example, time,
frequency, space or code. The wireless communication
has different types of interference. For example,
inter-symbol interference offers when a symbol
correspondence with succeeding symbols because of a
delayed multi-path signal. Meantime, inter-carrier
interference is the alteration of a carrier with other
carriers. Co-channel interference occurs when a device
transmits on the same channel being used by a nearby and
adjacent device.

In other words, the interferences disturbing the
reception of the signals of an antenna can come from
various origins. In general, there are three types of
important interferences[11]: Self-interference, Multiple
access interference, co-channel interference and adjacent
channel interference.

Interference in the communication networks comes as
undesirable trouble which causes limiting the benefits
derivable from this important technology. Interference
poses a high major problem in cellular networks for
service contractors as it reduces the quality of service for
service contractors, which could result a reduction in
revenue. Multiple access interference is induced by
transmission from multiple radios utilize the same
frequency resource.

In literature there are many studies and different
approaches and techniques that resolve the interference
reducing, among these solutions power control technique,
user association, frequency planning methods, Genetic
algorithms, Ordering heuristic, Ant colony, multi-agent
optimization and Artificial neural networks.

3GPP[12] proposed different improvements over Inter
Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) approach, all new
approaches concentrate and focused on power control
techniques to attack intertier interference. By Li et al.[13]

authors classify the unique uplink interference for LTE
networks and proposed two learning-based algorithms.
This work is determined by a set of data measurement
which updates the cell-specific optimal power parameters. 
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Fig. 2: Description of interference in an uplink HetNet

Thus, authors realized an important gain in overall
throughput andreduced the MUE throughput cost.
Similarly by Chen et al.[14], the transmit power is attuned
based on a High Interference Indicator (HII) parameter,
where authors consider interference only from
neighboring  macrocells  in  the  LTE  environment.  By
Dong et al.[15], the authors used FPC method in order to
handful interference. The closed-loop FPC is proposed for
LTE networks; so, it does not consider the path loss and
interference generate by small cells in a HetNet
environment. Also, by Zhang et al.[16], an uplink power
control algorithm based on fixed and dynamic thresholds
of the interference is suggest and proposed orderly to
reduce intertier interference from FUEs to MUEs. Though
this algorithm corrects for the throughput degradation of
MUEs, it does not guarantee the defense of MUEs while
adjusting the uplink power. In addition, the outage of
FUEs may not be controlled and FUE throughput may
radically reduce.

Our work, we proposed method to enhance the
throughput performance of the uplink HetNet, in the
following, we will consider the uplink interference control
by developing a user-classification resource allocation as
well as power control strategy using goal attainment
method.

System model and problem formulation: We consider
a two-tier HetNet system model shown in Fig. 2 In this
studied system model, there are one Macrocell BS
referred to as cell {O}, number of Smal BSs indexed by
{1,…, L} and multiple users UE randomly falling within
the cell coverage andthe cell association is given
according to the downlink reference signal received
power of each individual user .The Macro BS and Small
BSs are armed with multiple antennas for applying the
massive MIMO technique. In the system, there are overall
N Resource Block (RBs) available for data transmission.
Let the antenna number of the Macro BS and ι Small are
ko, k1, respectively.

The main objective for this section is to calculate the
Signal-to-Noise-Interference RatioSINR of each user in

an optimal way. Hence, the (SINR) was adopted as a
metric to disregard link quality measures. The linkage
measures model extracts the measures that will be used to
adapt the link and allocate resources. This model aims to
reduce the execution time and computational complexity
by pre-generating the most necessary parameters. In this
measurement model, special attention is taken into
account in the modeling of the spatial and temporal
correlations  of  the  channel  present  in  the  cellular
system.

In order to reduce the impact of interfering signals on
the SINR received by the user.we only consider the
resource and power control across different RBs while
supposing simple equal power allocation across
subcarriers within each RB, let th el the signal channelkH 

from the macrocell or the ι smallcell (for ι = 1, …, L) to
the k user. Indeed, each user UE calculates his SINR
received at each radio Resource Block (RB), at each
moment of transmission by using the following
expression[17]:

(2)
o o o
k,n k,n k

L K ,o 2
i, n i,n i1 i 1

p H
SINR

p g +
   

 




  
Where:

= The interference channel from the user iI,O
ig

associated with the j cell
= The power uplink transmits of user i at then n RBI

i,nP

in cell

= The cell association index with values {0, 1}J
i,n

= The variance of Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the2
receiver by user

Note that where = 1 designate that user i isl
i,n

associated with the = 1cell on the n RB, alternatively l
i,n

that means the n RB of cell ι is assigned to other users.
Also, the received SINR at the n RB of the ι small cell for
the k UE is[18]:

(3)
k,n k k

Ko L ko o o,l j j j, 2
i,n i,n i i,n i,n ii 1 j 1, j i 1

p H
SINR

p g + p g +

  

 
   




    

The problem of uplink power control and resource
allocation of all users in heterogeneous network HeNet is
formulated as weighted sum velocity maximization
problems,  from  Eq.  2  and  3  the  problem  of  uplink
power control  and  resource  allocation  is  formulated  by 
Han et al.[19]:

(4)

 1L N K 1
1 k,n1 0 n 0 k 1l l

k,n k,n

1 1
k,n max

N 1
k,n 1n 1

Max w log 1
p

Subject to p p ,

N , , K
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Fig. 3: Classification of user
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Where wl the weighting factor with respect to the
attainable corresponding to the different cells and N =
(N/Kl), œι0{0, 1, ..., L} is the maximum permissible
number of RBs allocated to each user in the ι cell. 

In order to perform the problem flexible with
reasonably good solutions, in the next, we will simplify
the problem by presenting a classification user-specific
power and RB allocation algorithm for the HetNet in the
next section.

Classification of users under HeNet: In traditional
homogeneous networks, the users are usually classified as
either at the edge of the cell or in the center of the cell
based on classified by considering shadowing and the
received SINR for coordinated multicell joint processing.

Classification users by considering shadowing: We
consider an environment, illustrate in Fig. 3, the users of
C1 are located edge of the cell. The rest of the cell is
devoted to the users of C2 taking into consideration the
PL. Let, d denote the distance between each user and its
serving BS. The classification of users is performed
according to d:

1

2

UE C such that d r

UE C such that d r

 
  

According to our system model, the interference in
each cell is only caused by the six adjacent cells. As show
in figure, each user only disturbed the users of the nearest
six cells.

Let us consider one user UE1 who is allocated
we calculate the difference of pathloss PLi

pRB

between and . Then we determine and calculatej
ipPL p

ipPL

the lowest difference of pathless by expression:ipPLD

(5) 
ip

p j
PL j p ip ipD Min PL -PL

The difference pathless  corresponds to the BSipPLD

which is the most disturbed by the allocate , wheni
pdRB

the is low, we observe that the user causes elevatedipPLD

and high interference to one of adjacent cell. We denote
the threshold TH of to classify UEs according to C1ipPLD

or C2 where:

ip

ip

1 PL

2 PL

UE C such that D TH

UE C such that D TH

 
  

Classification users by SINR: In HeNet the signal
interference noise radio SINR is metric when we can be
infective in user classification; each user must not only
consider its received SINR but also eliminate the
interference caused to other users. So, we present to use
the SLNR measurement for user classification. Though
SLNR has been generally utilized for beam forming
purpose in multi-antenna[20] and multi-cell systems, we
considered for resource allocation under the HetNet
scenario. Here, the SLNR at the macro/small BS for a
single user K in cell ι is defined by expression:

(6)
k k

k L , j 2
k kj 1, j

p H

p g +

 


 
 

 


Note that when we estimate and evaluate the SLNR
metric for a user k connected with cell ι, either µι valuek



as the SINR threshold for users in the cell l, we can
classify the users into two different locate according C1 or
C2 where:

1 k

2 k

UE C such that

UE C such that





    


   

All users the (can be treated as good users 1 kC   

because have o good enough signal power while causing
very restricted inter-cell interference, therefrom resulting
in a large SINR value, for that the good user we let all
cells share the same RBs for them due to their low
inter-cell interference and comparatively large signal
strength.

For all users the can be treated as 2 kC   
interference users, the low SLNR evaluation concerned
that the users have either or both, that low SINR due to
large distance between the user and its related cell station
causing severe interference to adjacent cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Goal attainment method: The method described here is
the goal attainment approach of Gembicki[21] is a powerful
tool to find the best compromise solution in
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multi-objective problems. This involves expressing a set
of design goals which is associated * * * * *

1 2 3 mF F ,F , F , ..., F

with a set of objectives:

‘          1 2 3 mF x F x , F x , F x , ..., F x

The problem formulation allows the objectives to be
under- or over achieved, enabling the designer to be
relatively inaccurate about initial design goals. The
relative degree of under- or over achievement of the goals
is controlled by a vector of weighting coefficients,

coherent step is the following: 1 2 3 mw w , w , w , ..., w

C Choose an initial objective function F
C Choose a direction of research (we provide,

somehow, coefficients of weighting as for the
objective function weighting method) w

C Try to minimize a scalar coefficient l which
represents the deviation from to the initial goal F that
we had set

Expression of a standard optimization by using
following  formulation[22]  minimize  γ  γ0U,  x0Ω.  Such
that:

  *
i i iF x -w F  i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m, wi A

Where:
x = A set of desired parameters which can be varied
γ = A scalar variable which introduces an element of

slackness into the system
Ω = A feasible solution region that satisfies all the

parametric constraints

 n n
i i i 1 iA w R st.w , w 1 and >0       

Power control: As we discussed in previous sections, the
operation of the allocation RB is effectuated by the user’s
classification with this strategy we specify the interfering
users and good users in order to decreasing the interfering
users and to reduce the problem of power control for good
users for the HetNet uplink channels, it follows byXu etc:

 L N
0 n 0 k,n

k,n

Max w log 1+
p


   


  

Subject to:

(7)
1

k,n max

k,n

p p , , K

p 0, l, n, K





 

 

Where the uplink the received uplink SINR for each user
becomes:

(8)
k k

k,n L j , j 2
j 1, j k,n k

p H

p g +

 



 

 
 

Table 1: Denotation of the used parameters
Parameters Assumed values
Cell layout 1Macrocell/4 Smallcell
Radius 500 m (Macrocell)
Bandwidth 50 RBs (10 MHz)
Carrier frequency  2,0 GHz
Traffic Model Full buffer
Antenna gain 14 dBi
Antenna type Omnidirectional
power control User classification: SLNR threshold
UE power Tx power selected α = 0,8
Pmax 23 dBm
UE configuration 30 UEs per cell

where, K index the user assigned in the cell l. In order, we
consider the power control strategy for good users which
usually have a much better and superior achieved SINR
than average. The power control problem can be
approximately casted to a typical goal attainment
programming which admits a globally optimal solution by
using efficient algorithms[23]. Let, C denote the number of
good users in the ι cell, the problem is finally casted to a
standard Form of goal attainment. It gives by subject to:

   

L C
-1
n,

n k,n 0 n 0

2
-1 -1k j1/w j 1/w

k,n n, j k,n k j,n n,
k k

k,n
max

min x
x p

g
p x + p p x 1

H H

1
p 1, , n

p



 
 


   

   





 

 



The approximation log (1+x).log x for these users
with large X. The power control optimization problem,
e.g., “Eq. 7” to:

 
L C w

k,n
k,n 0 n 0

min log
p

 


 



Subject:

k,n max

k,n

p p , k,l

p 0, ,n, k

 



 

 

Simulation model and evaluation criterionl: In this
section, we constructed a system simulator for evaluating
and assessment the performance of our proposed
management of resource allocation as well as strategy of
power control optimization for the uplink channel in
HeNet, detailed of our system parameters is summarized
in Table 1.

Here we consider that there are one macro cell base
stations with fixed locations as shown in Fig. 4 and
several small cell base stations and number of users UEs
which are randomly located in the geographical area. The
maximum transmit power of macro and small cell base
stations are 46 and 30 dBm, respectively. In the
simulation, we consider a simple system where α = 0,8
and each user only takes one channel.
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Fig. 4: The geographic location of macro and small cell BS (example)

Fig. 5: CDF of the user throughput with users per smallcell

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation results: Before presenting and discussing the
simulation results, we first donate a brief planning on
system level simulation, for informality, we concentrate
on the performance of a macrocell with four Smallcell
base stations Fig. 5 and with several of users randomly
located within the macro coverage.

In our simulations, we evaluate the performances of
the proposed strategy power control and management of
resource allocation based on goal attainment method. in
the simulation, we focused of performance macrocell and
small cell, we used a Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of the macro and small cell average throughput,

CDF of the received interference and the CDF of the
average received interference at the macrocell in HeNet.
For the previously discussed model, the CDFs of the
average received interference and the average throughput
of Macrocell users MUEs and Small users SUEs are
simulated for the three proposed andFPC and the result
are plotted in Fig 5-7. from the throughput CDF curl.the
information can be deduced following:

The MUE throughput of the RB-PC-GA (goal
attainment) proposed sinifincantly outperforms the MUE
throughput RB and PC as can be seen in Fig. 5, this
because the RB-PC-GA update the transmit power,
thereby reducing the interference result and improving the
average throughput.
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Fig. 6: Received interference at small cell in HetNet
environment 

Fig. 7: MUE transmit power versus received interference

Figure 5 that the shows, the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the user throughput by different
strategy are compared. For comparison, the user
throughput of macro users and small users separately
depicted in the figure. From this figure, the advantage of
our proposed are also evidenced, especially, for the small
users. This scenario with number of pico users is also
tested in our simulator with different power control and
resource allocation using goal attainment, it shows a more
the performance comparison of the three our proposed for
the SU-RB,SU-RB-PC and SU-RB-PC-GA, that the
shows the performance of throughput respectively is
more.

Figure 6 shows the CDF of the average received
interference at the macrocell in HeNet. For average users
50% of the CDF the curves show that the received
interference for the PC-GA is almost 15 and 17% less
than the conventional FPC algorithm. this is because the
proposed strategy of resource RB allocation and power
control optimization based on goal attainment method.
Next, we show in Fig. 7 show the allocated transmit
power to the MUE and SUE at the varying interference
levels. In the case of MUEs as given, the transmit power
is increased regularly with increased interference.

CONCLUSION

In this study, an uplink interference mitigation is
presented for uplink heterogeneous networks. The entire
users are distributing as two groups via a clustering
method. Each group of users is specified with optimized
RB allocation as well as power control strategy based
annealing goal attainment method. Simulation results
verify that the proposed scheme can achieve an improved
performance in terms of network throughput, cell edge
performance and the mitigation interference. Our
proposed scheme is efficient in noticeably enhancing the
small cell performance particularly when there is many
user’s affliction severe grave interference.
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